
INTRODUCTION
Most previous computer vision works on logos are focused on Trademark Image Re-
trieval (TIR), i.e. similarity search to obtain the most similar logos to a query image, by 
extracting hand-crafted features such as color histograms or local descriptors such as 
SIFT or Bag of Words. Finally, the processed characteristics are usually matched with 
those from a ground-truth dataset by using distance metrics.

Recent TIR works make use of deep neural networks [1][2]. Most TIR methods 
assume that images from a same brand would be similar. However, frecuently there 
are strong changes in the designs from the same brand, making them very diffeerent 
in appearance, therefore relying on visual similarity of logos from the same brand is 
not always reliable.

Beside, logos can also be classified using different criteria, such as color, shape, 
sector or semantics. In this case, samples usually have more than one simultaneous 
label (Fig. 1), making this a Multi-Label Classification (MLC) task. Another task related   
is Label Ranking (LR) [3] that outputs a ranking of class labels according to their rele-
vance to a query instance.

In this work [4] we perform MLC and LR on logos using a large image dataset labeled 
with figurative elements, colors, shapes and sectors by training convolutional neural 
networks (CNN). Once trained, the neural codes can be used to perform similarity 
search through kNN to obtain the most similar logos.
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DATASET
For training we use the European Union TradeMark (EUTM) dataset, selecting a 
subset of 11.000 logos for experiments. The EUTM dataset uses the Vienna Classifi-
cation, a hierarchical system which proceeds from the general to the specific dividing 
all elements into 29 main categories.

Figurative. We call figurative designs to those codes between 1 a 24, as they are re-
lated to the particular objects that can be found in the image logo (Tab. 1). The codes 
from 25 to 29 are related to the background (25), shape (26), text (27 and 28) and 
color (29). 

Sectors. Trademarks have also the associated goods and/or services. For this, 
EUTM has adopted the Nice Classification that divides into 45 subcategories goods 
(1 to 34) and services (35 to 45).

METHOD
The CNNs are trained on each characteristic using an MLC setup with a sigmoid acti-
vation (Fig, 2). This activation function models the probability of each class as a Ber-
noulli distribution, where each class is independent of the others. Therefore, the 
output is a multi-label classification for each of the considered characteristics. In addi-
tion, an auto-encoder was also trained to reconstruct the input image in order to get 
the NC from the middle layer.

A weighted distance is used to search for the nearest neighbors, allowing the user to 
adjust the search criteria modifying the weight assigned to each characteristic (Eq. 1).

RESULTS
In this work we use the multi-label metrics Coverage error (CE) and Label Ranking 
Loss (LRL) defined in [3] for different CNNs. Regarding similarity search with kNN, 
Fig. 3 shows the results obtained (LRL metric) for each individual  characteristic.
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CONCLUSION
Results show that the method is reliable for retrieving logos that are similar in color or 
shape. Worse results are obtained using sector, sub-sector and figurative elements, 
as these features are much more general, however most retrieved logos are visually 
similar.

The design of a logo is subjective and is not always made by a professional designer. 
Moreover, there are design criteria that depend on certain factors such as the sector, 
since logos of the same sector often share similar features. An advantage of using 
deep neural networks is that these models learn the most frequent designs for each 
sector and this can serve, in addition to looking for similar logos, as an indication of 
whether the logo is appropriate or not for a particular activity.
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Fig 2. Scheme of the proposed method. The CNNs are trained on each characteristic. Once all networks are 
trained, NC are extracted from the CNNs and the auto-encoder on the input image. The NC are combined into 
a single vector of characteristics, which is the one used to perform similarity search. A weighted distance is 
used to search for the nearest neigbors. 

Tab. 1. Vienna Classi�cation codes used in this work, �gurative codes (1 to 24), shape (26) and color (29).

Fig. 3. LRL results for each characteristic using kNN on the NC (lower values are better). In the case of the 
auto-encoder, results are evaluated regarding all the other possible characteristics.

Fig 1. Some trademark examples in the EUTM dataset.

Eq. 1. Equation to calculate the distance between two vectors A and B. where C is the set of all the possible 
characteristics to be classi�ed, Ac and Bc represent the subset of features corresponding to the characteris-
tic c, ωc is the weight assigned to that characteristic, and ∀c Є C :  ωc Є [0, 1].

Fig. 4. Results obtained with kNN, where the �rst image is the query.  4a) Figurative design. 4b) Shape. 4c) Color. 
4d) Using the weighted distance with color and shape, in the �rst column the applied weights are shown.
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